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1. Describe your overall goals and approach to address identified community issues, needs, and
interests through your station’s vital local services, such as multiplatform long and short-form content,
digital and in-person engagement, education services, community information, partnership support,
and other activities, and audiences you reached or new audiences you engaged.
WOI, a member station of the statewide network of Iowa Public Radio, has identified five community
issues, needs and interests, which directly relate to the core part of its mission statement, “enriching the
civic and cultural life in Iowa through high quality news and cultural programming.” These five topics
reflect the needs of both WOI’s immediate community and its expanded community, which is the state of
Iowa. These topics, which guide WOI’s reporting and cultural coverage, are politics & government, health
& education, arts & culture, agriculture & environment, and research & science.
WOI’s News staff meets daily to review breaking, ongoing, and upcoming news and cultural stories. During
this meeting, news reporting assignments and decisions are made based on the five community issues,
including how the information is best communicated to listeners. The staff provides content both on-air
and online, which provides at a minimum the information shared on-air. They provide photos and video
footage online as well.
WOI’s Music staff meets regularly to discuss and determine coverage for upcoming performances and
cultural activities. Some of this coverage is provided on-air, including live broadcasts, while some is
provided exclusively online, encouraging development of a diverse audience through both radio and
online interaction.
These efforts result in greater exposure to a more diverse audience. Diversity of this audience includes
ethnicity, age, political affiliation, gender, religious beliefs, and sexual orientation. Though it is not always
possible to measure audience diversity quantitatively, it can be measured qualitatively.
2. Describe key initiatives and the variety of partners with whom you collaborated, including other
public media outlets, community nonprofits, government agencies, educational institutions, the
business community, teachers and parents, etc. This will illustrate the many ways you’re connected
across the community and engaged with other important organizations in the area.
WOI and its member stations of Iowa Public Radio are the only public radio stations in many parts of the
state providing service to both urban and rural audiences. The educational and cultural services provided
by WOI are essential and valued by those who listen. In order to ensure it upholds its mission and properly
serves the public, WOI has established several initiatives with multiple community partners. Some of
these initiatives and partnerships include:


Continuing our partnership with The Gazette in Cedar Rapids to host Pints and Politics, a regular
forum in which a live audience can participate in conversations of importance to Iowans;
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Continuing our partnership with Harvest Public Media, sharing the stories of our reporter and
those of our partner stations, both on-air and online, on agricultural issues impacting Iowa and
surrounding states;
Continuing to partner with regional public radio news organizations, sharing the stories of our
reporters and News staff with those partner stations, both on-air and online, on a variety of issues
impacting Iowa and surrounding states;
Hosting local experts on our talk shows, including horticulture experts, wellness experts, home
improvement, political, and wildlife experts to inform and educate listeners on these topics, which
are of interest to all Iowans;
Continuing to dedicate on-air time to discussing political and policy issues that affect Iowans. In
particular, hosting “Politics Wednesday,” which is an hour-long conversation every week that
focuses on current political events locally and nationally. Additionally, during Iowa’s legislative
session, we host a weekly “Legislative Day” episode live from the Statehouse that covers policy
issues currently in debate or consideration by the legislature that could or would be important
and impactful to Iowans;
Providing a podcast to digital listeners titled “Under the Golden Dome,” which recaps legislative
actions and discussions over the past week during the annual legislative session;
Provided a podcast to digital listeners titled “Unsettled: Mapping #MeToo,” which was dedicated
to conversations about the impact of #MeToo and what comes next;
Hosting local forums dedicated to discussing public policy issues that may be important or
impactful to Iowans or particular communities. As an example, this past year we hosted “Public
Radio on Tap,” where we held a panel discussion with local farmers and a shrimper from Louisiana
who is directly affected by the actions of Iowa farmers. We also collaborated with Minnesota
Public Radio, American Public Media, and WWNO in New Orleans to produce a series of talk shows
which examined water quality issues along the Mississippi River and in the state of Iowa. This
program featured a performance by Iowa’s award winning youth water education program Water
Rocks;
Created a series following a first-year principal at Hoover High School, one of the most diverse
schools in the state. This series followed the new principal’s journey to make students feel like
they belong to one school while celebrating their many backgrounds and experiences;
Acted as media partner for the Hawkeye Poll at the University of Iowa, where students developed
poll questions, conducted questioning and analyzed the data they collected. As media partner,
we received access to the poll results and were able to share them with our listeners to not only
get a sense for candidate preference, but to discover what issues were important to and shaping
the attitudes of Iowans;
Partnered with the University of Iowa College of Law and the University of Iowa Lecture
Committee to host National Public Radio’s Cokie Roberts for the annual Levitt Lecture, a series
that provides an annual opportunity for the college to bring distinguished speakers to present
major lectures of interest to the community;
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Broadcasting “Symphonies of Iowa” and “At the Opera with IPR” which extend the reach of Iowa’s
premier symphony orchestras and operas;
Providing perspective and well-researched information during news reports, talk shows,
roundtable discussions, and other community conversations by continuing to expand
relationships with the broader educational community, including K-12 teachers and
administrators as well as university professors and administration;
Showcasing student performances and local musicians in our Music programs, including “Gas
Money,” through continued relationship development and collaboration among the public
universities, private colleges, performance artists and bands, and student organizations &
individuals;
Continuing efforts to increase public radio’s involvement and visibility in the state by serving in
leadership capacities on committees and boards. As an example, our Executive Director continues
to serve as a tri-chair of the Cultural Capital committee of the Des Moines Capital Crossroads
effort. Two major goals of the committee are to promote “everyday, everywhere” art to
strengthen the creative economy in Central Iowa and to work with leaders in the music
community to support the local music economy. On a regional level, the Executive Director
serves on the board of Public Radio in Mid-America, a regional public radio organization; and
Collaborations with community non-profits, offering opportunities for these organizations to
share their stories and initiatives either through event sponsorships or through news stories and
other programs.

In addition to these primary partnerships that directly support the fulfillment of its key initiatives, WOI
has other related partnerships that assist in communicating its mission and value. These include
participation in career fairs, serving on student and community panels, guest lecturing, moderating
presentations, and attending other community festivals and events.
3. What impact did your key initiatives and partnerships have in your community? Describe any known
measurable impact, such as increased awareness, learning or understanding about particular issues.
Describe indicators of success, such as connecting people to needed resources or strengthening
conversational ties across diverse neighborhoods. Did a partner see an increase in requests for related
resources? Please include direct feedback from a partner(s) or from a person(s) served.
WOI and its member stations of Iowa Public Radio regularly witness the impact of its key initiatives and
partnerships. As an example, potential listeners are exposed to the programming provided by WOI
through its collaborations with community non-profits and participation in other events. Additionally,
when WOI is present at a community event, long-time listeners as well as new listeners share that they
value the diversity of programming – both in programming type and broadcast and in story-telling
provided by our reporters – or that they first heard about the station through a similar event. By cultivating
our existing partnerships and seeking new ones, we have been able to provide the following resources to
our listeners:
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Our partnership with Mid-Iowa Health Foundation assisted us in hiring a health reporter
increasing our health reporting coverage across the state. This reporter participates in Side
Effects, a Midwest health reporting partnership, allowing us to share her reporting regionally, and
bringing regional reporting to our listeners.
Our partnership with the State Library of Iowa and All Iowa Reads brought the author of the All
Iowa Reads 2019 selection to the Des Moines Book Festival for a Q&A hosted by Iowa Public Radio.
This year’s selection was special because it was chosen as a joint title read in both Iowa and
Nebraska, which generated more diverse conversations.

Additionally, the public and private universities frequently communicate how much they appreciate
partnering with us – both in our news and arts and culture programming. They feel it is a valuable
outreach effort on their part, one that pays off by greater exposure to the parents of potential and current
students, and appreciate being able to share the wisdom and inspiration of their faculty and staff. Here
are some comments provided by listeners to WOI, which can be considered tangible results:
 The thoughtful, respectful, and civil programming on Iowa Public Radio stands in stark contrast to
the hyperbole and noise that one finds elsewhere. Through its national and local reporting, Iowa
Public Radio helps illuminate and elucidate the issues before us and sustains an informed and
engaged public. In this era of partisanship and clickbait, IPR stands apart. The voices of IPR, such
as …, also come to resemble close and dear friends.
 Every day, many times a day, NPR takes me "lands away" to a wider world and urges me to care
about far more than my quotidian--the strictures that daily life can bind us to a narrower vision.
NPR is not only a mind-opener but a heart opener as well. When thought leads to action, I know
my life is once more blessed by NPR voices I love.
 I am so grateful to be a part of something so much bigger than me. I love that IPR brings the world
to my little corner of Iowa. I'm especially grateful you've brought on a western Iowa reporter! I
love hearing stories from the other side of our great state!
 Just like the tote says - the facts matter! I know that when I listen to IPR I am getting great factbased reporting that I can trust. In addition, those who report facts are under attack right now in
an unprecedented and scary way. I’m proud to support the IPR reporters during this time. Keep
up the great work!
 I rely on IPR for fair and unbiased news daily. I appreciate your thorough coverage of Iowa,
National and Global news. In addition, I appreciate the varied programming which offers a mix of
news, education and entertainment. I listen at work, on my commute and now stream IPR on my
Echo or phone while visiting family out of state. I do think we have something very special in
Iowa. I have listened to IPR for over 30 years and you just continue to get better! Keep up the
great job!
4. Please describe any efforts (e.g. programming, production, engagement activities) you have made to
investigate and/or meet the needs of minority and other diverse audiences (including, but not limited
to, new immigrants, people for whom English is a second language and illiterate adults) during Fiscal
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Year 2019, and any plans you have made to meet the needs of these audiences during Fiscal Year 2020.
If you regularly broadcast in a language other than English, please note the language broadcast.
Over the past year, WOI and its member stations of Iowa Public Radio have maintained and built upon its
initiatives to expand and better serve multiple minority and diverse audiences by facilitating the following:
 Broadcasting a weekly bilingual Classical program, Concierto, targeting Spanish speakers. Listener
response to this program continues to be positive, and Iowa Public Radio plans to continue
broadcasting the program;
 Continuing our weekly arts segment called “Iowa Arts Showcase,” which highlights the efforts and
activities of non-profit arts and culture organizations throughout Iowa. This program continues to
be received positively, with cultural and arts organizations considering this a beneficial service
program for their organizations and the state;
 Participating in the Americans for the Arts Diversity In Arts Leadership (DIAL) internship program.
Our intern lead a market research endeavor focused on determining the feasibility and interest
of a statewide, inclusive, digital arts and culture magazine;
 Posting and sharing our content digitally, which is our most diverse audience. In the last year, we
have expanded our digital efforts by providing more digital content to consumers across several
digital platforms; and
 Bringing on board a Western Iowa reporter to help increase our coverage of the state by reporting
on topics and issues specific to the Northwest region of Iowa.
5. Please assess the impact that your CPB funding had on your ability to serve your community. What
were you able to do with your grant that you wouldn’t be able to do if you didn’t receive it?
CPB funding continues to be an essential part of our funding resources. The CPB funding we receive is
used exclusively to pay for national programming, allowing other funding resources to be used for locally
produced programming and other initiatives that are important to the communities we serve.
If we did not receive CPB funding, it would be difficult to maintain the staffing resources required to
provide the level of service our listeners and communities expect from us.
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